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Local governments can consider "quality of existing wireless service" 
in rejecting an application  CF""!
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"The [Telecommunications] Act explicitly contemplates that some 
discrimination ‘among providers of functionally equivalent services' CFWF!
is allowed. Any discrimination need only be reasonable.” 
 CFW"!
"It is not only proper but even expected that a legislature and its 
members will consider the views of their constituents to be CFW#!
particularly compelling forms of evidence, in zoning as in all other 
legislative matters. These views, if widely shared, will often trump CFW$!
those of bureaucrats or experts in the minds of reasonable 
legislators.” CFWA!
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". . . [A]n unsuccessful provider applicant must show . . . that its 
facility will fill an existing significant gap in the ability of remote CF#$!
users to access the national telephone network. . . . Not all gaps in a 
particular provider's service will involve a gap in the service CF#A!
available to remote users. The provider's showing on this issue will 
thus have to include evidence that the area the new facility will CF\F!
serve is not already served by another provider."  
 CF\"!
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"We do not read the [Telecommunications Act of 1996] to allow the 
goals of increased competition and rapid deployment of new CF$F!
technology to trump all other important considerations, including 
the preservation of the autonomy of states and municipalities.” CF$"!
 
"A local government may also reject an application that seeks CF$#!
permission to construct more towers than the minimum required to 
provide wireless telephone services in a given area. A denial of such CF$$!
a request is not a prohibition of personal wireless services as long as 
fewer towers would provide users in the given area with some ability CF$A!
to reach a cell site.” 
 CFDF!
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"Furthermore, once an area is sufficiently serviced by a wireless 
service provider, the right to deny applications becomes broader.” CFD"!
"We hold only that the Act's ban on prohibiting personal wireless 
services precludes denying an application for a facility that is the CFD#!
least intrusive means for closing a significant gap in a remote user's 
ability to reach a cell site that provides access to land-lines.”  CFD$!
 
“Moreover, mandating approval of all wireless facilities would act as CFDA!
a disincentive for wireless service providers to develop and deploy 
new technology that will provide better transmission and reception CFAF!
with less intrusive towers, effectively undermining the TCA's goal of 
increased innovation.”  CFA"!
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“For a telecommunications provider to argue that a permit denial is 
impermissible because there are no alternative sites, it must develop CFbF!
a record demonstrating that it has made a full effort to evaluate the 
other available alternatives and that the alternatives are not feasible CFb"!
to serve its customers.”  
 CFb#!
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“The Planning Board also determined that Nextel had not 
thoroughly investigated alternatives to the Property, including ‘the CCF"!
recently proposed Clearlinx Distributed Antenna System (DAS) for 
South Brookline.’” CCF#!
 
“As demonstrated by its Decision, the Board credited the testimony CCF$!
of Janice Khan that the DAS proposal is expected to resolve 
coverage gaps for all carriers and to accommodate future wireless CCFA!
technology.” 
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